BRIGANDAGE LOG #09 (06/15/2010) – The Key to Every Brigand's Heart


DM (Nioca)
Okay, can I get a recap?
Recap (Dikiyoba)
We fought our way through the floating fortress and killed Carrie (sp?) and her guards. We were looking for Reat but he's off the fortress now, I think.
DM (Nioca)
Okay, I suppose it's time to get this show on the road.
DM (Nioca)
You stand, triumphant, in the audience chamber of the floating fortress. It's gotten somewhat quieter... You can mainly hear only the creak of the hull and rumbles of thunder outside.
You notice that Xuan has wandered off.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I chuckle at Xuan's shini-aww.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"And don't come back!"
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
"Let's all hide before he gets back!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Okay, which way do we go?"
(Did we loot the bodies already or not?)
DM (Nioca)
(You haven't yet)
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I loot them before anyone can beat me to it.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I search Carrie for any treasure/information.
DICE (Perception: Loot Searching)
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Harosh (Ephesos)
(I am half-tempted to try and beat Erika. Just because.)
DM (Nioca)
There's a door each in the walls to the north and east. There's also the door you came through to the west as well.
Erika is stymied from exhaustion, not really finding anything.
Iliau, however, finds both the sword Carrie was using along with a carved wooden key.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Anything special about the sword?
DM (Nioca)
It's sharp. And pointy.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Here you go, Erika." I hand her the sword.
Then I search the guards. (Perception)
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Nioca)
Iliau comes up with 19 silver pieces and the halberd one of the guards was using. The pike, unfortunately, seems to be broken.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Are the other doors out of the room locked?
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I jam the halberd and coins into my pack but hold onto the key. "Let's find out what this fits to."
DM (Nioca)
Yes. However, the wooden key looks like it would fit.
You note that both the locks and the key looks incredibly ancient.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
So both other rooms are locked?
DM (Nioca)
Yes.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I listen for any sound of people behind the doors.
DICE (Perception: Listening Behind the Doors)
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 18 (East)
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (North)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Hmm. Don't hear anything to the north, but there's some sort of magic humming noise to the east. Let's go that way, shall we?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I rub my head. "Too much humming... but okay."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I unlock and open the east door and step inside.
DM (Nioca)
The mechanism inside the door goes 'clunk', and the door swings open gently.
Inside is... dark. The only light seems to be coming from some odd figurines inside.
Casper (Nikki)
What do the figurines look like?
DM (Nioca)
You're not entirely sure. They seem to be odd, geometric figures, carved from the same ancient wood that makes up the rest of the fortress. A few of them glow gently.
You also spot a large wheel in the northwestern corner of the room.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I examine the wheel.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Who wants to bet that this is how we drive it?"
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I examine one of the figurines closely.
DM (Nioca)
It's a wheel similar to the cargo ones found on ships. A pillar through the middle rises up through the ceiling.
DICE (Perception: Figurine Examining)
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Do we still have the map?"
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
"...interesting..."
"Try spinning that wheel."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I give the wheel a sharp turn.
DM (Nioca)
Strength check.
DICE (Strength: Turning the Wheel)
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Nioca)
Iliau throws hir weight against the wheel, but has difficulty turning it more than a few inches.
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I help Iliau push the wheel.
DICE (Strength: Turning the Wheel)
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Man, your dice hate you so far.)
DM (Nioca)
Erika throws herself against the wheel. It doesn't help much.
Casper (Nikki)
"Step back, allow me."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Oh come on, I'm like the weakest one here..." As I help try to turn it.
"See, and I proved it."
DICE (Strength: Turning the Wheel)
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Nioca)
Casper and Harosh add their power to the others, and manage to actually get the wheel to shift slightly.
You hear the sound of wood grinding on wood, and the pillar turns slightly as well.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Is this enough for you, Erika?"
DM (Nioca)
However, there doesn't seem to be any noticeable effect.
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I go back to the figurine and try spinning it.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Is there a window in here? A hatch, maybe?
DICE
Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
DM (Nioca)
There's no windows or hatches, but looking at the top of the pillar, you notice what appears to be a compass inscribed in the ceiling.
Erika tampers with one of the glowing figurines...
Harosh (Ephesos)
Hunh, is there an arrow or anything on the pillar/compass?
DM (Nioca)
The fortress suddenly pitches to the side slightly, as if it suddenly accelerated slightly.
Harosh notes that there is indeed an arrow indicating direction, and that the fortress seemed to accelerate in the same direction.
Harosh (Ephesos)
And which direction is that?
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
Does the compass rotate with the wheel?
DM (Nioca)
Looks to be... southwest.
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
Or, the arrow?
DM (Nioca)
The compass doesn't rotate, but the arrow does.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I try to figure out how the controls work. (Artifice)
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Hah)
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
Haha.
DM (Nioca)
Iliau fiddles with another one of the controls... and the shielding inherent in the walls suddenly glow bright red for a moment before dissipating entirely.
The wood under your feet creaks dangerously.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Aaah!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Uh... someone want to figure out how to undo what I just did?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I try to re-stabilize the floor with my general Transmutation skills.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I search for the control to return the shielding to the walls.
(roll?)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(We're going to die here, I just know it. :P)
DM (Nioca)
(Yes, roll)
DICE (Reactivating Shields)
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Nioca)
Harosh has no idea what to do. The magic here appears to be far beyond any of you.
However, Erika tinkers with the control and manages to switch the shielding back on again.
The floors seem stable once more.
DICE
Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Well, you seem to have this figured out better than I do, Erika. How do we steer this thing?"
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
"To turn we rotate the pole in the direction we want."
"To accelerate, use the control I had earlier."
"And to slow down..."
I search for the right control to slow down the fortress.
DICE (Searching for Acceleration Control)
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Harosh (Ephesos)
(So, wow... apparently I got a new camera on the right day. My old camera has suddenly decided to stop working unless you fiddle with the battery compartment.)
DM (Nioca)
Erika fiddles with what is presumably the speed control, and the fortress seems to slow down. You think.
You also notice that the figurine vaguely resembles a sail.
DICE
Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
"This one must turn the sail."
"So, anyway, which way are we headed?"
DICE
Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(No clue.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"So, the map pretty much pointed us out here, right?"
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
(Didn't Carrie have a map?)
DICE
Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I mean, we probably killed the only person who really knew where we should go next. Maybe we should poke around here for some clues."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"We could try the north door next, I suppose."
Hearing no objections, I head back and unlock the north door.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I follow.
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I follow Iliau.
DM (Nioca)
Iliau unlocks the north door, revealing what looks to be Carrie's quarters.
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I search for any treasure.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
What's in the room?
DICE (Perception: Treasure Searching)
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
(I should change my alignment. :P)
Harosh (Ephesos)
I take a more general sweep of the room. (i.e. more than just treasure)
DM (Nioca)
There's a large, four-poster bed, several desks, a mirror, and several other odds and ends.
DICE (Perception: Room Searching)
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...man.)
DM (Nioca)
In generally, looking like a rather fancy bedroom.
Though how they got some of the larger furniture through that small door is beyond you.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I search the desks. I summon Maggie to help.
DICE (Perception: Maggie-aided Desk Searching)
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Boo!)
Harosh (Ephesos)
...screw it, I'm gonna take ten.
"We're not in a rush, right?"
DM (Nioca)
You all start rifling through the desks, failing to find much of interest. Mostly combs, hairbrushes, and what alarmingly looks like bits of skeleton.
However, Harosh stumbles upon a crumpled up note in one of the drawers.
You also notice that there's another door to the east.
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I check the door to the east. Is it locked? Can I hear anyone through it?
Harosh (Ephesos)
I read the note.
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
(perception on listening through the door)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(If it says "I prepared Explosive Runes this morning...")
DICE (Perception: Listening behind the Door)
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
"I don't think there's anyone in there."
I open the door.
DM (Nioca)
Harosh reads the note, which says "I prepared Explosive Runes-". It then detonates for 596358378 dama- wait no.
:-P
The note is written in a scratchy hand, and looks crumpled. As if someone was writing in a hurry.
Note (Literature)
"Found the diary of Orlis. Those idiot adventurers that knocked off the old brigand camp had it. Had Panor create permanent simulacras of both this and the diary of Erratis. I'm sending you the originals for safekeeping. As of this writing, the adventurers have likely been executed as an example of Ricoto's justice. They should no longer be a problem.
I've made some minor progress decoding some of the stuff within, but unfortunately, my transmutational magic is a bit rusty. However, I found some vague references to Hermit Isle. I apologize for not arriving in person, but action needs to be taken immediately. I, along with a small contingent of brigands, am stopping off at Ssareko Point to work further on diciphering Orlis's journal. The ship is then turning west and dropping the rest of the crew on hermit isle to investigate the aforementioned reference to the small isle.
"I'm also dropping two unruly prisoners with you. One was a lad belonging to the Pardoners... apparently, they're at it again. The other was the magician I was telling you about. I'd recommend locking them up and letting them starve. They're of no use to us now. Keep an eye on Panor as well... he's been in a foul mood ever since the casting of the simulacras."
Stay safe.
-Reat"
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
"The pardoners?"
"What does that mean?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I snarl.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"So, west it is, then?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"That bastard is in my hometown. We need to head him off at the island."
"...wherever it is."
Casper (Nikki)
"Well, lets head west then. Did we figure out how to do that, at least?"
DM (Nioca)
Erika opens the eastern door... which seems to lead into some kind of private library or treasury.
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I search the treasury for treasure.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I search for Harosh's journal and the diary mentioned in the note.
DICE (Perception: Journal Searching)
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Nioca)
Iliau browses the shelves, but fails to find the diary.
DM (Nioca)
(Has anyone else stepped in the room?
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
Me.
Casper (Nikki)
Yeah sure, since I spoke :p
Harosh (Ephesos)
I'm still fuming over the note in the other room.
DM (Nioca)
Erika finds a few chests. They all appear locked. One of them is decorated ornately with decorative runes.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Harosh! Get in here and find your stupid book! I don't remember what it looks like!"
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
"Iliau, can I see the key you found on Carrie?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I get in there and find my stupid book.
DICE
Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Yeah, sure." I hand it over.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Watch for traps."
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I try the key in all of the chests.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Harosh (Ephesos)
...seriously.
...seriously?
Casper (Nikki)
I cast read mind on Harosh so that I know what the book looks like, and then I'll look for it.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Casper (Nikki)
(the casting)
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Nioca)
Erika unlocks the first two unornate chests, and finds them full of gold and potions.
Casper (Nikki)
bah
DM (Nioca)
Then she unlocks the ornate chest...
Casper (Nikki)
(also, im not sure why I didnt just ask...)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Or I could just describe it. You know, I did just have it a few days ago."
DM (Nioca)
I need saving throws.
DICE (Reflex Save vs. Tripfire Sigil)
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Harosh (Ephesos)
As I throw myself to the ground, I swear at Erika.
"Next time, you ask us to check the magic chests before you open them!"
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
"I'm greedy! So sue me!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Don't tempt me!"
DM (Nioca)
As it turns out, one of the decorative runes on the ornate chest wasn't decorative at all. Harosh recognizes it as a Tripfire Sigil and manages to hit the ground. Casper and Erika spot him and also hit the ground as the rune starts to glow brightly...
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Hmm, lots of books here. Some of them have to be valu--"
DM (Nioca)
And detonates with a resounding BANG! Casper, Erika, and Harosh take 4 points of damage from the blast, whilst Iliau, who didn't duck in time, takes the full 9.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Aigh!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"--ahhh!"
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
"Ack!"
DM (Nioca)
You hear footsteps over the ringing in your ears and notice a familiar lacewing step into the room.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I fall to the ground with the others. "Ow."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I smack Erika with the shovel while she's still prone.
Wallo (NPC)
"...What the heck is going on here?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Don't. Do. That. Again."
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
(How much gold was in the chests, and what potions did I get?"
DM (Nioca)
(You didn't actually grab them before the room detonated.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"And we are using those potions to heal ourselves now. Don't touch them."
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I grab all of the loot now.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I drop my stealth attempt
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Where do we recognize the lacewing from?)
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
Before Harosh can get his hands on any of it.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I smack Erika with the shovel again, this time for damage.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Harosh (Ephesos)
(*&amp;%#^$)
DM (Nioca)
You recognize the lacewing as Wallo. Roughed up, but Wallo all the same.
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
(It's not my fault! It's genetic! :P)
DM (Nioca)
Harosh swings a shovel at Erika and misses.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"I assume these are you friends?"
DM (Nioca)
A cloaked figure with a scythe enters the room as well.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Oh, good. I think."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Um."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Er... who are you?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Me? My name is Darusk"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"And Erika, if you don't share the potions and gold, I am personally going to throw you off the fortress."
DM (Nioca)
The two ordinary chests contain 4 healing potions and 4 stamina potions, along with 142 gold.
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I give Harosh a healing potion and a stamina.
"But that's it!"
DM (Nioca)
The ornate one is now open. It contains two ragged-looking books, along with space for a third.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"And what about the rest of the party?"
Do either of the books look familiar?
DM (Nioca)
One is the journal of Orlis. The other also looks like a journal, but you don't recognize it.
Erika tries to grab the potions, but realizes she has completely run out of room in her pack.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I grab them both. Is the journal the original?
DM (Nioca)
Yes.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Oh thank Liea."
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
Do I have room for the gold in my pack?
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Also, I do grab the 1 healing/1 stamina from the other chest.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I take the potions from Erika. I hand one healing and one stamina potion to Casper, one of each back to Erika, and the last two I keep for myself.
DM (Nioca)
(I presumed you were putting gold in a purse of some kind, but there's no limits on gold.)
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
(Okay.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Hey, Wallo, neither you nor your friend need healing, right?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I look around the room for exits
Wallo (NPC)
"Nay, I'm fine... Angered, but fine. You look a bit worn, though."
DM (Nioca)
There's only the door you came in through.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Naturally, all adventurers have Purses of Holding. It's an established trope.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
No one has claimed the second diary, right?
Harosh (Ephesos)
I grabbed it, but haven't checked it out yet.
I do so.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I look over his shoulder in a very annoying fashion.
Scratch that. I'm a lacewing. I'm going to hover over his shoulder.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(I have relaxed visibly since finding Orlis's journal.)
DM (Nioca)
A cursory glance doesn't reveal much. It looks similar to Orlis's journal, but the magic within is necromantic rather than transmutational.
There is one thing you notice: A name. 'Erratis'.
Harosh (Ephesos)
History on that!
DICE (History: Identifying Erratis)
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Boo-yah, 3 ranks of History!)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(And it finally pays off)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Hunh. I've heard of Erratis."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Oh?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Necromancer, but not a bad sort. More like his day's Egues-Tol."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Can I see the diary?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Did sort of go crazy and vanish at the end, but that's pretty normal in those circles."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I hand the diary to Iliau.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I take ten to search the diary for the spell that Reat used against Casper or a spell that will deflect or easily remove the same.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(I totally forget, what spell was that?)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(The one that gave you boils and internal bleeding)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Oh. Way back in Thane, right?)
DM (Nioca)
(Right)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Bah." I hand it back to Harosh. "Too complicated for me."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Can I see it?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I take ten to look at the rest of the books. Are any of them magical or otherwise valuable?
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Sure. Darusk, was it?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Yes"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"How did you get here?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Someone knock me out"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Just minding your own business, then someone knocked you out? Did you get a look at them?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Sadly no."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Hey, Erika! Go to the control room and direct this thing west. I found a map!"
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
"I'll need some help turning the pole."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I show Erika the page of the book I found with the map on it.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"About the journal.."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"What about it, Darusk?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Its about Necromancy right?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yeah, it is. And your point is?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"I was hoping I could study it for a while"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Well, I see no reason why you can't. Let us know if you see anything specific about Hermit Isle."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Or a spell the liquifies your insides."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Sure, I let you know if I found something"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I head back to the control room. "Come on, we're wasting time!"
As I walk, I ask Wallo how he got captured.
Casper (Sarachim)
I follow Iliau.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I use my knowledge about necromancy to study the journal
DICE (Necromancy Magic: Studying Erratis's Journal)
Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Harosh (Ephesos)
I also follow, perusing the journal again.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
(The RNG really hates human)
Casper (Sarachim)
(And you're a human playing a human. It's a double whammy.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yes, Wallo, how did you get out here?"
Wallo (NPC)
"Well... It's a long story. Suffice it to say that there were some... misunderstandings between my employers and myself.
"Uh oh."
DM (Nioca)
As you head back toward the control room, a realization hits you.
Namely, that you probably didn't wipe out all of the brigands. In fact, a few are staring at the carnage in the audience chamber now.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Oh."
Casper (Sarachim)
(That is an odd use of the word "probably." :P)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"That... that would be an issue, now wouldn't it."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Summon spider!"
DICE (Conjuration Magic: Spider Summoning)
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Nioca)
"What happ...!" The four of them take battle stances.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I use stealth to hide my self
DICE (Stealth)
Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Casper (Sarachim)
I cast Soothe. "Now, now, guys, let's not jump to conclusions."
DICE (Enchantment Magic: Soothe)
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Harosh (Ephesos)
I hold back a spell for now.
DM (Nioca)
Two of the younger brigands and an archer seem soothed, if upset. However, the oldest of them raises a spear threateningly.
Veteran Brigand (NPC)
"Surrender or die, you butchers!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Listen, if we just killed your leader, what makes you think you'll fare any better?"
Casper (Sarachim)
"We'll let you leave, unhurt, if you walk away now."
DM (Nioca)
A spider pops into existence next to Iliau.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"We can drop you off at the next island we cross."
DM (Nioca)
Darusk ducks behind Carrie's throne.
The leader of this small group seems to ponder this.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"And if it helps you think, we have two more people with us than when we fought your leader."
Veteran Brigand (NPC)
"Yes... But you've been weakened by murdering Carrie. I can see it! Why should we just walk away when we could kill you and loot your bodies?"
Casper (Sarachim)
"Please, agree quickly. The human is crazy, and if she gets angry I won't be able to hold her back."
DM (Nioca)
Wallo looks to be bracing for a fight.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I ready myself to spring at the bandits.
Casper (Sarachim)
"You might be able to kill, us, sure. Are your chances so good that it's worth the risk just for loot?"
Veteran Brigand (NPC)
"Well, if you think logically, how else are we supposed to make money here?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"You're lucky. I'm in a good mood. I just got something back from you. I don't feel like killing anyone right now."
Casper (Sarachim)
"By killing and looting people who are not also professionally violent."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"And there are plenty of storerooms here with plenty of goods, that are of no use to us."
"I recommend you try selling them. Perhaps now is the time to look into a career selling woolen goods."
Veteran Brigand (NPC)
"Hmm..."
Casper (Sarachim)
"It's just as profitable, and nobody throws knives at you."
DM (Nioca)
They group seems to huddle together, whispering amongst themselves. Humorously, they're all trying to keep an eye on you at the same time.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I relax further and flip through the journal.
DM (Nioca)
Finally, they seem to come to a decision.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"You know, I've always wanted to try this spell on someone..." I say just quietly enough to be heard.
Veteran Brigand (NPC)
"The key. Carrie's key."
"It's a master key to this entire complex. All the padlocks have been magically altered to accept it."
"You give us that key, and we leave in peace. Hell, we'll even show you the hidden dock. There's bound to be a few boats left there... and if you honestly think you're going to get anywhere fast in this tub, you're sadly mistaken."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Ah, figured as much."
"Can we make a duplicate?"
"Then, everybody wins."
DM (Nioca)
The spider sneaks away and climbs up a wall and onto the ceiling.
Veteran Brigand (NPC)
"First, I doubt it's possible. Like the rest of the place, that key's magical. Second, we fully intend to take the small army of bandits here and walk out with all the loot this place has to offer."
"Again, profit. Reat hasn't been entirely... reliable with paying us."
DM (Nioca)
Wallo mutters next to you, "Tell me about it..."
Casper (Sarachim)
Whisper: "I say we just hand it over. It's not like we can't break down any doors we really need to pass."
Harosh (Ephesos)
Whisper: "Fine by me. Objections?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"No."
Casper (Sarachim)
"You mean "no objection," or "no, don't do it?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
Whisper: "Who actually has the key?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"No objection."
DM (Nioca)
(Erika)
(You can take it from her if you want)
Harosh (Ephesos)
I do so, and hand it over.
DM (Nioca)
The leader of the small group of brigands accepts the key, eyes wide.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Just don't lock up when you leave," I say with a smile.
Veteran Brigand (NPC)
"Wow... I admit, I didn't think you'd actually take the deal."
Casper (Sarachim)
"We're going to watch you as you use it, of course."
"Just to make sure you're not recovering some superweapon or something to use against us."
Veteran Brigand (NPC)
"John, get Panor! Tell him we're bugging out, and we need him to lead some adventurers to the emergency dock! Alan, Davis, tell the other brigands it's a looting spree!"
DM (Nioca)
The younger brigands nod and run out of the room.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I shrug.
"Enough people have died today."
Casper (Sarachim)
"More importantly, none of them have been us."
Veteran Brigand (NPC)
"Oh, sorry about the 'butcher' stuff... We're mercenaries, I figured I might as well act it up."
Casper (Sarachim)
"Oh, of course. That's only natural."
Harosh (Ephesos)
(This is so much cooler, from a cinematic perspective. :P)
DM (Nioca)
One of the brigands returns, dragging a rather-sleepy looking mage.
Veteran Brigand (NPC)
"Panor! We're gettin' outta here!"
Panor (NPC)
The mage perks up.
"Well I'll be. Someone finally gave Carrie what-for..."
He nods to the party.
"I'll lead you to the hidden docks if you want. Of course, you could always stay here... but when Reat comes back, he'll be royally pissed, so I wouldn't recommend it."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Funny thing, we plan on dealing with Reat before he can get back here."
Casper (Sarachim)
"Even so, the docks sound like a good idea."
Panor (NPC)
He nods.
"Sure thing, follow me."
He exits to the west.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Wait. I want to take another look around that library."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I step out from my hiding place
DM (Nioca)
Panor reappears. "Which one?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I order the spider off to find Xuan and bite him before he can rejoin the party.
"...there's more than one library?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"...I did not know that."
Panor (NPC)
"Yeah. There's Carrie's personal collection, and then there's the other one just-a-ways east."
"Though Carrie had most of the good stuff."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yeah, we were rummaging around Carrie's."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"We need to make a brief stop at the library before it gets looted, then."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Agreed."
Casper (Sarachim)
"Yeah, let's do that."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I saunter off in that direction.
DM (Nioca)
(Wait, which one?)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(East)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I follow.
DM (Nioca)
"Follow me then."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I follow
Casper (Sarachim)
Ditto
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Wait, to the other library?)
DM (Nioca)
Panor motions and exits west. Following him, he takes you around the inner corridor to the east, through a set of double-doors.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(I meant to Carrie's... wasn't sure if we'd gotten everything.)
DM (Nioca)
Indeed, there's another library here. It's massive, yet a lot of the shelves look rather bare.
Casper (Sarachim)
(Eh, we can probably still check both, right?)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Alright, let's make this a quick sweep. I want one more look at Carrie's books before we hit the docks."
I set about looking for magic tomes.
DICE (Perception: Browsing for Magic Tomes)
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Casper (Sarachim)
I search for good stuff as fast as I can, and keep a special eye out for Divination or Enchantment stuff.
DM (Nioca)
You hear a bunch of brigands run through the corridor behind you. In fact, you can now hear brigands running and shouting everywhere. It seems the entire fortress is a thousand times livelier then it was 5 minutes ago.
DICE (Perception: Browsing for Yet More Magic Tomes)
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I search for tomes about Necromancy
DICE (Perception: Dowsing for Magic Tomes)
Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Casper (Sarachim)
(Woo! I am king of librarians!)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Boo-yah! We'll have time to search the entire place at this rate!)
DM (Nioca)
Harosh collects a few tomes about Transmutation. Casper finds stuff on divination and enchantment as well.
(You already rolled, Darusk)
DM (Nioca)
Darusk doesn't have as much luck... He can't find anything on necromancy.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"We are not in hurry aren't we?"
DM (Nioca)
You notice Casper fiddling with the wall.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"We kind of are. We'd like to take another look at Carrie's personal library."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I search for conjuration-related books.
DICE (Perception: Can't Get Enough of those Magic Tomes)
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Casper (Sarachim)
"Hey, guys, check out this scroll I found.,"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Excellent, any idea what it is?"
Casper (Sarachim)
"It's magical, but that's all I can tell."
"It was hidden in the wall, so it must be something worth hiding."
DM (Nioca)
Iliau finds some Conjuration books.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Well, we can take a closer look at it later."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I shove them in my pack so I can look at them later.
Casper (Sarachim)
"Yeah. Let's go see if there's anything left in Carrie's place."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Darusk, if you want to keep looking here, go ahead. We're heading back to Carrie's chambers."
Casper (Sarachim)
I put the scroll and my books away, and go toward Carrie's library.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I saunter more quickly back thataways.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Nah, this journal is enough I think"
DM (Nioca)
You return to Carrie's chambers, finding it far more empty then it was 5 minutes ago.
A few brigands are trying to cart the chests out.
Casper (Sarachim)
"Wow, these guys can loot. Real professionals. I wish they gave lessons."
Harosh (Ephesos)
Any books left?
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Maybe you should ask them"
DM (Nioca)
They seem to be leaving some of the books.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I peruse the books.
Casper (Sarachim)
Me too. Roll?
DM (Nioca)
Nah.
There's not much here. A few books on magical theory and a few fiction novels.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Oh, right. Sorry. I could have told you there wasn't anything here.)
Casper (Sarachim)
I grab several novels.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Well, could be worse."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I grab several magical theory book
DM (Nioca)
You each grab many books.
Harosh (Ephesos)
On a hunch, I check the walls for any secret lever-type things.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"...I see bandits have very simple tastes."
DM (Nioca)
Harosh finds 6 dropped coppers, but no secret levers.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I study the journal again
DICE (Necromancy Magic: Studying Erratis's Journal)
Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Harosh (Ephesos)
I shrug.
Casper (Sarachim)
"Ready to go?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Yes."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yup. I got what I came for."
Casper (Sarachim)
I head back to wherever we left Panor.
DM (Nioca)
You find Panor, tapping his foot with impatience.
Panor (NPC)
"Ready?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"I think I manage to find a spell you wanted"
Casper (Sarachim)
"I'm ready."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Yeah?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Its called Corrupting Influence"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yeah, let's go."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Any way to deflect it?"
DM (Nioca)
Panor leads you north, out to the outer corridor and into what looks to be a thoroughly-looted alchemical brewery. There's an opened secret door to the west.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"We should take an extra boat if we can... try and find everyone from our ship."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Basically the caster corrupts the life energies that can be found on the victim and makes it attack the victim"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
" I couldn't find how to deflect it but, this spell if not treated will be fatal to its victim"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Yeah, yeah, fine. Learn how to use it against Reat, then. It'll be poetic justice."
Casper (Sarachim)
"Through here, Panor?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"...where's Xuan?"
DM (Nioca)
(Sidenote: Since Darusk found and explained this, you'll have an easier time curing it in the future.)
Panor nods.
Panor (NPC)
"Yep."
Casper (Sarachim)
"Wherever he is, I'm sure he's doing something brilliant. We would only slow him down."
DM (Nioca)
Inside, you can spot two sloops. However, they seem to be getting loaded down with brigands and supplies.
It's hard to tell, standing outside of it.
Casper (Sarachim)
I walk through the door, and look for a boat for us.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I follow.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I follow
DM (Nioca)
As you enter, you spot a group of brigands grabbing a large wooden wheel inside the room and turning it.
As they do, you see the outer wall slowly part, opening up into the outdoors, revealing a majestic storm.
It seems the brigands got the two manageable ships. The only thing a small group like yourselves can handle left is a rather odd, tripled-hulled ship taking up a good quarter of the "harbor".
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I hop onboard and examine it.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Does any of you know how to handle a ship?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Woo, a trimaran.)
DM (Nioca)
(Yay, someone knows what it is!)
Casper (Sarachim)
(A trimaran in a storm? You might as well grab a boulder and jump in the water. :P)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(I blame Xuan for the storm.)
Casper (Sarachim)
"I think we should wait out this storm before we set sail."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Argh! Why? Why?!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Hunh?"
DM (Nioca)
A loud bark gets your attention. A dachshund leaps from one of the sloops, lands in the water, and paddles towards you.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Unless any of you know how to sail, I think going out in a ship with a maelstorm is a suicidal attemp"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Huzzah!"
DM (Nioca)
The dog clambers onto dry ground (or wood, as the case may be), shakes itself off, and runs up to Harosh.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I pet the dog.
Casper (Sarachim)
"I'm surprised it still likes you."
DM (Nioca)
The dachshund wags its tail.
One of the sloops sets sail, heading out into the storm. The other sloop looks about ready to set sail as well.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"What, we tried to save it. How were we supposed to know that the Ricoto guards would take it?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Well, I suppose we could rest now and wait for the storm to pass before sailing."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I look outside. Does it look like this storm is going to pass any time soon?
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"We probably do have some time before Reat is ready to head to Hermit Isle, and we know where we're going so we shouldn't have to blunder around too much."
DM (Nioca)
Possibly. It's hard to tell, because there's that fog bank that's refusing to dissipate around the fortress.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"If any of you don't mind I would like to look around again in the library"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Go ahead, looks like we won't be leaving just yet."
Casper (Sarachim)
"If you see Xuan, hide."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Who is Xuan?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"No, he's already on the boat."
I sigh loudly.
"Although maybe he's in a coma. He didn't wake up when I yelled."
"That would be nice."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I go to the library
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Wait, he was on the boat. With the dog?"
DM (Nioca)
Darusk meanders off to a library.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Well, either way, someone here got lucky."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I pet the dog.
DM (Nioca)
The second sloop sets off into the storm, leaving you alone on the dock.
Notably, Wallo did not go with them.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Wallo, you coming with us?"
Casper (Sarachim)
Did we notice a good place to rest somewhere in here?
Wallo (NPC)
"Yeah. I've had enough of these bandits for the time being, and I'd rather not set sail with them.
DM (Nioca)
You could rest in the Trimaran's cabin.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Fair enough."
DM (Nioca)
You also notice that you could close both the outer fortress wall and the secret door leading into the hidden dock, if you so wanted.
Casper (Sarachim)
I close the outer wall, and look for a good spot in the cabin.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I close the secret door.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Er, Darusk is still in the library."
DM (Nioca)
Casper struggles and strains against the wheel. It takes a good ten minutes, but the outer wall is finally closed.
Darusk makes it back, entering just as Iliau shuts the secret door.
It's very dark in here now.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Light, anyone?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Right. Someone needs to stand guard, just in case Reat shows up or the storm stops."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I'll take first shift."
DM (Nioca)
Iliau's voice echoes in the empty chamber as the fortress creaks with the waves.
Casper (Sarachim)
"Not me. I'm beat."
DM (Nioca)
There's a distant rumble of thunder.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I'll take the second
Casper (Sarachim)
(Oh, I can watch instead, then. I'm at four.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Know what? I could probably use some sleep, on second thought."
Casper (Sarachim)
(Let's say Erika watches. :P)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I kick Xuan to wake him up.
Casper (Sarachim)
"I say we prop Xuan up against the mast and use him like a scarecrow."
DM (Nioca)
Iliau stumbles in the dark and throws a kick at Xuan. It hits the hull instead.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"Why are you so scared of this person?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Who, Reat?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"I mean Xuan"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"We're not so much afraid of him as afraid of his plans. They... they're dumb."
Casper (Sarachim)
"Wait a sec, I have an idea." Do we have any items we took from Reat?
DM (Nioca)
Directly? No.
Casper (Sarachim)
Anything he owns? Or, uh, owned?
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
We do have the two diaries he held briefly.
Casper (Sarachim)
It's worth a shot. I cast Track on one of them.
DICE (Track Spell: Tracking Owners of Diaries)
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Er, cast it on the Erratis diary, or I fear it will just lead to me."
Casper (Sarachim)
"He's in or near Ssareko Point, 20 miles to the northwest. Given the weather, I think we can assume we can rest before he gets here."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"We could ambush him"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"But he's not coming back here. He's going to Hermit Isle, remember?"
"If he comes back here, it'll be to gloat."
DM (Nioca)
(Two points here: 1st, the note specified that once he landed at Ssareko point, he was sending the rest of the brigands to Hermit Isle, not going there himself. 2nd, the note also implied that he thinks you're dead)
Casper (Sarachim)
(I'm confused. Why do we need to set a watch at all, then?)
Harosh (Ephesos)
...oh.
I fail.
I did mean gloating to the other brigands, though.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(I assumed he would join his crew eventually.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
Same here.
DM (Nioca)
(Well, it's a possibility. I'm just reminding you of what the note said)
Casper (Sarachim)
"Point is, he's far away, nobody else is coming, we can sleep like babies."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I suppose."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"For a while, anyway."
Is it night?
I thought it was still daytime.
DM (Nioca)
It's hard to tell, since you've been stuck in a fortress all this time. But it's probably night time.
Casper (Sarachim)
"It's close enough for me." I go into the cabin and fall asleep.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"...well, since I can't remember who was taking first watch, I'll do that."
DICE (Perception: First Watch)
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Nioca)
Erika looks up. She's been too enthralled with her purse this whole time to actually pay attention to her surroundings.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I take the second watch
DICE (Perception: Second Watch)
Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
DM (Nioca)
Is that everyone keeping watch?
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Yeah,
Harosh (Ephesos)
Guess so.
DM (Nioca)
You all climb aboard the Trimaran for some much-deserved (and long desired) rest.
Harosh stands on deck, watching in the dark for any intruders.
You wake in the... sometime. It's still pitch black in here.
You notice that the storm sounds like it has let up outside.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Excellent, let's open up the door and go."
I head over to the wheel and crank it open.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
"I got some fish anyone want some?"
Casper (Sarachim)
I assist Harosh.
DM (Nioca)
Harosh struggles against the wheel...
Strength check.
DICE (Strength: Turning Wheel)
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Harosh (Ephesos)
...
DM (Nioca)
...
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I'll take some fish."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I give one
DM (Nioca)
Harosh easily turns the wheel, making it seem pathetically easy. The outer wall opens again.
Wallo starts manipulating the sails, preparing for launch.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Btw, recovering HP/stamina?)
DM (Nioca)
(6/5)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
(back)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I don't have any people skills either.
Casper (Sarachim)
I assist Wallo. "Swab the mainsail!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
That's why my only contribution was to have the spider move into attack position in case it went bad. :P
DM (Nioca)
The storm isn't quite over... There's still quite a bit of rain and wind. But the lightning is over for now, and it seems somewhat better than it was yesterday.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Quick, shampoo the rigging!"
Wallo (NPC)
Wallo looks at Harosh.
"Crap, I don't think we have any shampoo in the cabin!"
"Erm..."
"Can't we just splash water on it?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"You... you haven't sailed much, have you?"
Wallo (NPC)
Wallo shakes his head. "Is it obvious?"
Casper (Sarachim)
"Have you?"
Wallo (NPC)
"Well, I've been on a lot of ships with sails..."
Casper (Sarachim)
"I seem to remember Erika was pretty good at this stuff."
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
"Half of the time..."
DM (Nioca)
The Trimaran slowly starts to drift out of the harbor.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"So, uh..."
Casper (Sarachim)
I do my best to improvise sailing.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I help out Casper.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
I assist Casper
Erika (Duck-In-A-Top Hat)
I also help.
DICE (Artifice: Sailing)
Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Casper takes 10.
Iliau takes 10.
DM (Nioca)
Working on the Trimaran is a little odd... You're used to ships with one hull. Still, you manage to get it pointed in a generic northwest direction and get it going.
After a few minutes, you finally sail out of the fog bank that surrounds the fortress. The clouds above are dreary and gray, and you can only see the general shape of the fortress behind you.
After a few minutes more, you think you can spot the southern coast of Skarrifissk far in the distance...
End Session.

